
Anchors in Lava 

Caves 



Lava Caves in General

NOT formed by dissolution, where solid rock is 

dissolved by chemical processes.

Dynamic medium when formed

Similar to freezing stream, insulating the 

interior, freezing from the sides and top first.  

Flow continues underneath.

Caves form in a few months. Cooling / 

“freezing” process takes up to a year, during 

which time most breakdown & collapse 

occurs. 



Lava Caves in General
 Many flows subsequently share the conduit, adding multiple layers to walls, 

flow features, different levels, false floors, and tubes within tubes.

 Unlike limestone caves, speleothems form at time of cave formation, and 

never resume growth.

 Air trapped in molten rock as it cools, creating bubbles, gaps, and layers.

 Gases bubble out or is explosively extruded during cooling, created voids, or 

large pockets, or gaps between layers on walls or the floor.





Types of Lava Cave 

Entrances
1. Collapse of cave ceiling (small = skylight) or (large =   

segmented)

May be very overhung and sharp

Generally very acute edges

2.  Breakdown entrance at lower or upper terminus of cave

Lots of loose rock

3. Open Vertical Conduit (OVC)

Typically found in spatter cones



Lava Rock in General

 A’A lava is chunks of lava rock either loose on floor or 

welded together weakly.  May feel solid when pulling.

 Lots of air and hollow space inside lava.  Think rock-

styrofoam

 Pahoehoe (more smooth and less viscous) lava cools 

denser and more solid, but may do so in layers that are 

NOT bound together well.  May form a ropey, wavy layer.

 Some basalts VERY dense, and hold bolts very well.

 Brittle when shockloaded, but may be very strong static 

loaded



Generally Safe
Cooling cracks in floors and ceilings.  Check to see that cracks are 

deep and homogenous

Smooth aprons

Gaps between aprons and floors, loaded in compression. 

Deadman boulders on the floor…equalized.

Lava that cooled while it was still!  

Test EVERYTHING!!!

Check it after EVERY evolution!  The last evolution might have 

weakened it.  



Watch Outs!
Lava that cooled while it was moving (lava falls, gutters, levees, scrolls, 

spatter cones, etc.)

Cauliflower A’a (may seem firmly attached to floor, but break off if loaded 

repeatedly. Sometimes refered to as chicken-heads: mushroom shaped 

formations on floor…painful to walk on. 

Ropey Lava 

Remelted passage (will appear very smooth and glossy, and feel solid) but 

may be thin and have crumbly rock behind it.  

Formations of any kind

Delaminating layers

Areas where sand is seen at base of walls or floors











Bolts

Test each bolt in all directions before loading

Check for any cracks originating from bolt 

hole.  

Tap rock wall where bolt is. Should sound dull 

thud…dense, not resonant or high pitch (air!)







Rebelays possible….

But not qucikly



Rock Pro

Nuts, tricams, and big bros the best

Active cams ok in deep cooling cracks, but be aware that they are big force 

multipliers

Set pieces very well.  Be sure to break micro crystals before loading.

Use at least 3 pieces regardless, with ample separation

Be aware of puzzle piece plates.

No Extension!!!   Do not create opportunity for shock loading anchors.  







Rope Protection!

Lava can be ridiculously sharp!  

Pad all edges!

Prefer HARD edge pro (plastic) versus canvas, 

etc., especially if MOVING rope!

If lateral rope movement possible, protection 

must be bound to rope.

Pad deadmen if slinging with webbing

Be wary of loose rock in exposed underlayers, 

especially at pits or skylights that may expose 

cross sections of multiple layers. 



Equipment Protection

Pad litters, especially SKED, if dragging.

California Crawl

Com wire!

YOU!   Knee pads!  Elbow Pads!  Gloves!  Thick 

soled boots!



Bessie Butte Pit

33 foot pit



Anchors

 Anchors generally less than ideal.

 Lots of load sharing systems employed.

 Rock anchors frequently used, but watch 
rock quality!!

 Big Bro’s

 Stemples and A frames, and BFR’s equalized!

 Lots of anchor extensions and redirects

 Padding MUST be part of your rigging!

 Watch forces!!!  Watch angles!






